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is traditionally heavy â€” a legacy from the bygone days when motoring over ruts frequently brought the sump and back axle into sudden contact with the ground. 
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ENGINES . . . A Rational Approach By Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume, England, EAA 8579 A problem which faces the airplane enthusiast on both sides of the Atlantic is the acute shortage of suitable engines. This has been discussed in several recent contributions to SPORT AVIATION with particular emphasis on the conversion of other types of engines to airplane use.



Next to the running temperature is the induction system. Long induction pipes are bad. Exposed manifolds are to be avoided as the mixture needs to be warm for best results — it is no use providing hot air at the carburetor if the pipe leads through a howling vault of cold air on its way to the nails.



I would like to summarize briefly the various difficulties in the solution of this problem, perhaps make a few suggestions and also line up a few pointers for future trends of thought and practical work.



production or available in worthwhile numbers which is



Before even considering converting a motor for flight, careful thought must be given to the type of use for which the motor was designed. Broadly speaking, the prime concern is cooling and there are four distinct



types of cooling for internal combustion engines. These are: 1)



Air-cooled where the relative movement of the engine to the surrounding air allows heat to be conducted away through suitable finning around the cylinders. Airplane engines fall within this category.



2) Air-cooled where the engine is stationary or moves through the air insufficiently fast enough to facilitate cooling, but which is cooled by a large volume of air being drawn — or blown - — over it via a fan. Some industrial engines and a fair proportion of French automobile engines are cooled in this manner. A variant of (1) and where the engine oil and is then air-cooled This type of motor well.



(2) is the oil-cooled engine is permitted to accept heat via a radiator or oil cooler. is invariably air-cooled as



3) Liquid-cooled where the 'hot' parts of the motor are surrounded with an integrally-cast 'jacket' and cooling fluid (usually water) is pumped through the cavity, cooling the engine by itself becoming heated, and then is in turn air-cooled by being forced through a radiator. This is a continuous cycle, the same fluid being recirculated over and over again. Automobile engines are cooled in this manner.



We have now to find an engine which is either in



going to be capable of conversion to airplane use.



There are a lot of people who are dead against this sort of conversion but I for one can see that unless we get down to some real thinking on these lines there just isn't going to be a light airplane flying soon unless one of the airplane engine makers takes pity on we home



builders. Such an air-motor could be available as a 55 h.p., a 75 and a 120 h.p. engine simply by bolting on another pair of cylinders and crankcase section to the main unit. Building a motor this way would be a most



farsighted move and production costs and tooling could be amortised over the three production variants — indeed a saving. There is no point in dreaming and the solution is to get down to sorting through available motors and convert where possible.



A number of the air-cooled engines



(2) can be converted with little trouble. The Volkswagen engine is itself quite light and,



although it is a machine



job to bore the heads for the second plug, it makes a thoroughly worthwhile motor for the 35 hp. ultra-light. Engines in category (4) are definitely out and are not worth considering. Those in group (3) are fraught with un-aeronautical traits. First, they are heavy. Secondly, they develop their best power at a rather high r.p.m. necessitating an inefficient propeller or a heavy and suspect reduction gear.



The third main obstacle is that they run the wrong way up and, to convert them into a neat inverted inline unit would mean a real man's job on the oil system to convert from wet sump to pressure feed and scavenge drain, working with a separate oil reservoir.



ant liquid is drawn through the engine cooling



Now perhaps I'm a little off the ball, but I rather like the appearance of the early Moths which had the upright inlines before some gink got a-hold of the know-how to invert them. While it prevented a clean top line for the cowlings and necessitated a longer gear to give prop clearance, the engines gave no trouble and, in the state



jacket and ejected. Electric submersion pumps for water and sludge are kept cool in this manner and so are outboard motors.



running pots up is a whole lot better than no motor running pots down or sideways.



4) Liquid-cooled as in (3), but on the 'dead loss' system where a continuous supply of fresh cool-



we are in now,



beggars cannot be choosers and a motor



Back in the thirties, an English motor for airplanes



The importance of cooling is often overlooked. On some motors it is critical and all engines have an optimum operating temperature which must be maintained.



was produced from the Ford car engine. A modified alloy



An over-cooled or an excessively hot engine is a constant source of trouble — I myself once experienced engine



has recently completed the rebuild on his Taylor-Watkinson Ding Bat which has this engine in it.



failure in an experimental machine while over a stretch of water and was all set to land on a Heaven-sent U.S. aircraft carried in the Solent when Providence and cooler air at reduced airspeed joined forces and restarted the fan. 38



NOVEMBER



1960



sump and cover comprised the main modifications and the engine flew successfully. Jack Pickell of Southend



Auto engines today are mostly much the same as each other. A few are horizontally opposed, the majority are inline and a select one or two are 'V. It is the inline ones which are possibly the easiest to convert. The sump



is traditionally heavy — a legacy from the bygone days when motoring over ruts frequently brought the sump and back axle into sudden contact with the ground. The sump is fundamentally a cover for the crank and its appendages as well as forming a container for the oil. It could with equal efficiency be made of thin pressed steel or cast in light alloy. The whole of the back of the engine comprising starter ring and clutch and transmission attachments could be cut away, surfaced and a new alloy casting provided to support the prop hub bearing — remember that the back of a normal auto engine will be the front of an airplane motor. The cylinder block presents a problem. Some engines run satisfactorily with a wide range of cooling temperatures and therefore a reduced quantity of cooling liquid could well be used to save weight. The sighting of the radiator in the airplane is a matter of obvious importance and cooling liquids other than water may be used. A new block could be cast in light alloy with steel liners if a large conversion run could be contemplated, or the engine converted to air-cooling by dispensing with the water jacket. Auto engines invariably have no cylinders as such, the block being bored appropriately. Conversion to air-cooling therefore means new cylinders one way or another. Dual ignition is a must and One vital point to get straight magneto sparking twice through would be approved in place of once each through two plugs.



should be by is whether or two plugs per two magnetos



magneto. not one cylinder sparking



With mags as reliable as they are today, approval of one mag might well be forthcoming. The result would be a semi-dual system simplifying installation and reducing weight. Each lead could be coupled to a cut-out switch for testing the functioning of the engine with only one plug firing in each as with normal dual ignition. An o.h.v. engine could drive a magneto direct off the end of the cam-shaft. Any transmission must be positive through gears and certainly not via belts. Even chains have a certain degree of slackness which might cause mis-firing. The works of the engine must be a complete unit. Everything must be positively-driven and neatly boxed like a radio. If the engine is built up in this way it should be possible to evolve a trouble-free unit. If the engine is to be used for indirect power transmission (i.e. belt drive to the propeller, or for use in a helicopter) no additional thrust races need to be incorporated.



hub by pinning to the crankshaft. A hole through the crankshaft at this critical point will develop fatigue cracks around it and then one day there will be a loud bang and you'll be left with an engine racing like crazy and a distant prop about to enter orbit. Now, engines must have fly-wheels in order to work smoothly and a prop acts such. Without the prop the engine vibrates itself out of its mount (any engine will do this). Under these circumstances one can be made to look a dam' fool. For indirect drive, multiple 'V belts or duplex chains are quite adequate. Proof of this is found in the motorcycle chain which is subjected to enormous fluctuating loads and high speeds yet seldom breaks. Before breaking, wear is detectable and the chain can be discarded in good time. Chain or belt, avoid long lengths which can whip. Keep driver and driven pulleys or sprockets as close together as is practical. It will undoubtedly be stipulated that a chain guard be provided to protect surrounding engine parts, structural members, odd pipes and wires and, on the ground, the gawper, from damage should something break. Prop speeds. For a really good efficient prop, aim to drive around 2,000 rpm. at best power. A prop turning at much over 2,800 rpm. is too small to do much good. The British Pobjoy radial of the thirties gave 85 hp. with a crankshaft speed of 3,300 rpm. A geared reduction system turned the prop at 1,544 rpm. Incidentally, the motor weighed only 135 Ibs. dry. Motor-cycle engines develop their power at very high speeds and reduction gearing is necessary. The motor bike motor lends itself admirably to light helicopter use, driving through a gear box, and needs no thrust race for this purpose. To conclude, the chief bug-bear in engine conversions of this sort is high shaft speed coupled with excessive weight. There are many ways around the weight problem —I have listed but a few—and simple reduction gearing can be built so long as the builder bears in mind the elementary principle that such gearing and prop support must be completely rigid about, and attached to, the engine, the thrust being taken through the engine to the airframe, not through the airframe to the engine. The advent of the proven post-war airplane engine converted from the automobile is already here - the Volkswagen motor is as familiar on the French roads as it is in the air. The next step is the provision of an engine in the 55 85 hp bracket and this cannot be far off. Many automobile engines develop this power and they take an enormous pounding from road use yet last indefinitely. Converted to airplane use they could well outlast the conventional air motor.



When the engine is coupled direct to the prop, at least one thrust bearing of ample capacity must be fitted and this should be immediately aft of the prop hub. The bearings of the average auto engine are of the heavy roller type and it should be possible to find a thrust race which would fit into the same housing possibly without further machining. Check which way the race is restrained by the crankcase - no advantage can be obtained by knocking in a thrust race which can be drawn out by the thrust.



I doubt if anyone would sponsor such development, so it must fall back on the shoulders of the homebuilder to make his own engine from the raw materials of the automobile industry. This is not really the job for one man, however dedicated. How about a Chapter taking on the task of developing an engine and then publishing the results in S. A.?



A job which will have to be done is the grinding of a taper on the crank end to take the prop hub. It may be possible to use a splined fit. Keys by themselves should be avoided as they can set up fatigue cracks in the hardened crank steel. Never attempt to fit a prop



This task would produce the solution to the problem which faces a growing number of homebuilders and there can be no time for complacency. We're all in trouble over motors. The ball's in your court now - each and every one of you. A SPORT AVIATION
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